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... and Chaos
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Find out more about public events at the University of Bristol:
Web: bristol.ac.uk/events  Twitter: @BrisUniEvents

Please note the building's fire exits. There are no planned fire alarms taking place today, so if you hear the alarm sound, please leave via the fire exits and gather at the meeting point outside the Merchant Venturers' Building.
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These systems are deterministic, they obey “rules”:

- laws of physics,
- mathematical equations...

“An intellect which at a certain moment would know all forces that set nature in motion, and all positions of all items of which nature is composed, if this intellect were also vast enough to submit these data to analysis, [...] for such an intellect nothing would be uncertain and the future just like the past would be present before its eyes.”

Laplace, *A Philosophical Essay on Probabilities*

Pierre-Simon Laplace (1747-1827)
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Billiards are models of many systems in mechanics, optics, acoustics, thermodynamics . . .

Periodic Lorentz Gas
1905, H. A. Lorentz

Ehrenfest Model, 1912
Tatjana and Paul Ehrenfest
Periodic version: Hardy-Weber

(image by V. Delecroix)
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- [Fraczek-Ulcigrai, *Inventiones*, 2014]

  on the Ehrenfest model, for *almost every* direction, **NO trajectory is dense** (explore all parts of space).

- trajectories in a random direction come back (**recurrence**);  

- largest distance reached in time $t$ is order $t^{2/3}$ (**superdiffusion**)  

*Why only now?* powerful novel tools from *Teichmueller dynamics.*
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*Powerful and beautiful mathematical idea:*

- space of all systems of the same type (e.g. flows on surfaces):
- system studied (e.g. flow) is a *point*;
- *flow it* (*deforming* the original system);
- the flow acts as a *zooming machine*.

*[Techniques from renormalization and Teichmüller dynamics]*

*Why does it help?*

the *renormalization* flow is a *fast chaotic* system!
It yields back information on the initial slowly chaotic system.
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▶ Identify common mechanisms for chaotic properties of slowly chaotic systems;
  (e.g. mixing by shearing, renormalization);
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  (e.g. dense trajectories in infinite polygonal billiards)

Achievements:

▶ answer questions in physics (e.g. Ehrenfest or Novikov models of electrons) and in mathematics (e.g. Katok-Thouvenot conjecture);
▶ gain a better understanding of slow chaos, towards an universal theory;
▶ develop new abstract (beautiful!) mathematical tools...
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